COLOGIX’S ROBUST DATA CENTER PLATFORM NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH BROADLINE
DENVER, Colo. and MINNEAPOLIS, MN – (August 23, 2016) – Cologix, a leading North American network-neutral
interconnection and data center company announced today that it has entered into a distribution partnership
with Broadline Solutions, a master agency specializing in cloud, colocation and connectivity. The new
partnership focuses on delivering Cologix’s colocation and interconnection services through Broadline’s
extensive partner network.
Broadline partners will now be able to build and deploy complex business solutions built on top of Cologix’s best
in class data centers around North America. The combination of Cologix data centers and Broadline’s expertise
in networking services will provide end users with a unique solution set of cloud technologies, networking and
data center services.
“Broadline collaborates with a wide range of clients including enterprise, retail & healthcare on strategic
solutions to meet their business needs and we are pleased to add our robust interconnection and colocation
platform to their comprehensive solution offering,” stated Stephen Callahan, Senior Vice President of Channel
Sales. “We focus on key distribution relationships that complement and extend the reach of our data center
solutions. We are excited to launch and support our partnership with Broadline and their best-in-class network
for subagents.”
Through Cologix’s Channel Partner Program, Broadline can offer scalable interconnection and secure, reliable
colocation services from one of nine unique markets in the United States and Canada. Cologix data centers,
located in Columbus, Dallas, Jacksonville, Lakeland, Minneapolis, Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver, offer access
to 450 unique network choices. Broadline helps businesses across the globe with their cloud, colocation and
connectivity needs, acting as an advocate to manage pricing, contracts, product selection, network design
consulting, post-sales support and business continuity.
“Our customers are sophisticated users of cloud, colocation and connectivity that understand the importance of
choice and future-proofing their business,” stated Wade Acheson, Principal of Broadline. “Cologix not only
offers the broadest access to networks in their Meet-Me-Rooms across their unique markets, but also enable
customizable and scalable colocation solutions with access to a wide selection of cloud service providers that
resonate with enterprises that need to future-proof their IT infrastructure. We look forward to leveraging
Cologix’s data center platform to continue to offer best-in-class solutions and choice for our customers.”
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About Cologix Inc.
Cologix Inc. is a network-neutral interconnection and colocation data center company headquartered in Denver. Cologix
provides scalable interconnection services and secure, reliable colocation services. Cologix operates densely connected,
strategically located facilities in Columbus, Dallas, Jacksonville, Lakeland, Minneapolis, Montreal, Northern New Jersey,
Toronto and Vancouver. With more than 450+ network choices and 24 prime interconnection locations, Cologix currently
serves over 1,600 carrier, managed services, cloud, media, content, financial services and enterprise customers. The
company’s experienced local service teams are committed to providing its customers the highest standard of local
customer support. To arrange a tour of the center closest to you, contact us at sales@cologix.com. Follow Cologix on
LinkedIn and Twitter.

About Broadline Solutions
Founded in 2002, Broadline Solutions is a master agency focused on helping businesses across the U.S. with their cloud,
colocation and connectivity needs. With clients in enterprise, retail, healthcare and a range of other industries, Broadline
acts as an advocate to manage pricing, contracts, product selection, network design consulting, post-sales support and
business continuity. For more information, call 763.235.2000 or visit http://broadlinesolutions.com/
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